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functions not performed by the oil injection pipes,
shown to have been described in patents or known and in public use:in
this country more than two years before complainant's application for a
patent. The bill must be dismissed. Let a decree be entered accord-
ingly.

AMERICAN AUTOMATON WEIGHING MACH. Co. et aI. v. BLAUVELT.

(Circuit Court, E. D. New York. April 29, 1892.)

L PATENTS PaR INVENTIONS...,.OPERATIVE DEVICE-AuTOMATIC WEIGHING MAOHINE.
Letters patent No. 336.042, issued February 9, 1886,to Everett, claims:

.. A weighing machine, having an aperture for 'receiving a coin, a weighted lever, a
dial, and index hand, and intermediate mechanism connected with the same, and
whereby the coin, when deposited in the receiver, shall operate the lever,and
cause the hand to indicate the weight of the person or body being weighed."
Held, that the claim is for the machine as a whole, haVing the parts mentioned,
and, as the patent refers to all parts necessary to make it complete and
the claim is to be read with reference to such known and described parts, and
therefore covers an operative machine. .

.2. SAME-INVENTION-NoVELTY. '
The patent possesses both invention and novelty, for, although a weighted lever,

operated by a coin put through a slot, had been used for· various other purposes,
these elements had never been combined with mechanism to form a weighing
machine.

'S. SAME-INFRINGEMENT-EQUIVALENTS.
The patent is infringed by a weighing machine having the elements claimed,

even though the intermediate mechanism by which the weighted lever operates
the index is very different from that of the patent, since, both being old, one is
merely the equivalent of the other.

In Equity. Bill by the American Automaton Weighing Machine
·Company n,ndthe National Weighing Machine Company against James
M, S. Blauvelt, for infringement of a patent. DECree for complainant.
Edwin H. Brown, for complainant.
Theron G. Strong and Charles P. Mathewson, for defendant.

WHEELER, District Judge. This suit is brought for infringement of
the first claim of letters patent No. 336,042, granted February 9,
1886, to Percival Everett, for a weighing machine that will indicate
weight on a dial, only when a coin is put into a slot, and falls upon a
weighted lever, and by intervening mechanism carries an index over
the dial until it is stopped by the weighing mechanism, where it will
indicate the weight. This claim is
"A weighing machine, haVing an aperture .for receiving a coin, a weighted
lever, a dial, and index hand, and intermediate mechanism connected' with
the same. aud whereby the coin. when deposited in the receiver, shalloper-
ate the lever, and cause the hand to iudicate the weight of the person or b(,)d"
being weighed." ..

The defenses, in substance, are lack of patentable invention, want of
novelty, .and noninfringement. The patent is not for any weighing
.apparatus, nor for the slot, or weighted lever, or dial and index, or
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between the lever and :index, but is fora: weighing rna·
cliineas:aiwhole, having those parts, with such other known parts as are
necessa:ryto constitute such a machine. If no parts were to go into
the machine but those mentioned in this claim, it would, as argued, be
wholly inoperative. But the patent describes or refers to all such other
parts as are necessary to make it complete and operative, and the claim
is to be read with reference to such other described or known parts.
Loom Co. v. Higgins, 105 U. S. 580. When so read, it seems to well
set out and cover an operative machine containing these several parts
working together to accomplish thl! result sought. It appears to be as
specific, and to as well describe these parts as operating in this ma-
chine for its purposes, as either of the four claims sustained in Morley
S. LancfMfer, 129 U. S. 263, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 299, did the
patented parts of the machines there for their purposes. Each of these
parts was old, was referred to as known, and had been in use before; but
no such. machine had .ever been made before, and they had never been
brought for that or any other purpose before. They were not
merely made to as they had sepl1rately done before, but were made
to act together in this new machine to accomplish its purposes as they
had never done before. .Contriving such a machine from these and
other things seems clearly to have been invention, and making it, if
new, a patentable invention.
The prior things relied upon to show want of novelty are chiefly

ancient vessels, from which holy water would be released by a coin put
thrQugh Rslot, and faIHng'upon aweighted lever and opening a valve;
and vending machines, in which the coin, by operating a weighted
lever, releases a drawer. In all of them there were the weighted lever
operated by a coin· put through a slot, and other necessary parts for
such contrivancesj but no "'eighing mechanism, index, dr dial. None
of them was, or was at all like, a weighing machinejand causing such
simple movements as those by a coin and weighted lever was very
different from so connecting weighing mechanism with an index and
dial as to show varying weights on the dial by a coinput throngh a slot
and a weighted lever. Neither of them, nor anything else
produced, seems to come anywhere near anticipating the invention
covered by this claim.
The defendant's structure is a weighing machine,having a slot for a

coin, a weighted lever, a dial and index, and intermediate mechanism
cbnnected with them whereby the coin operates the lever and causes
the index to indicate the weight on the dial, the lever releases a part
of the iutermediatemechanism, which by gravity follows the weighing
mechanism as it is moved downward by what is being weighed, and
by the other intermedintemechanism ca.rries the index over the dial.
Therriachihery by which the weighted lever operates the index is very
different in form from that of the patentj but the claim is not for any
particular intermediate Neither is new, and for this
purpose oneappp,ars to be the equivalent of the other. As a weighing
ma.chine, the defendant's structure accomplishes the same thing in sub
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stantiaUy tbesameway as that of the patent, and embodies all the
elemElnts of this claim of tbe patent. Upon these considerations it ap-
pears to be an infrinll:ement. Morley S. M. 00. v. Lancaster, 129. U. S.
263, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 299. And on the wbole the orators appear to be
entitled to a decree for an injunction and an 'account, according. to
the prayer ofthe bill. Let there be a decree for the orators tbat the
first claim of the patent is valid, that the defendant has infringed, and
for an injunction and an account, with costs.

THE SABINE.

(OlrcuU Court. E. D. Lou1.Bmna. Aprn, 1881.)

DICJ8ION ON AppBAL-EFFBOT OJ'M"ANDATE-COMPROMI8B.
A deoreewaB rendered upon a bond against the prinoipal and agatnst twosurettea

for oertal,n lUnited amounts in whioh they were bound. The sureties compromised
their liability, but the principal afterwards appealed to the 8upreme oourt, where
the deoree was aftlrmed in all respeots. Held, that the circuit oourt was not bound
by the mandate, so 88 to allow exeoution to go against the 8ureties, either for the
whole of the decree against them or for the excess over the 8um8 paid in satisfac-
tion of the.whole.

In Admiralty. Heard upon motions to quash executions. Granted.
The original case was a suit in admiralty. brought February 16, 1872,

by the owners of the Sabine against the steamboat Richmond, to recover
damages sustained by the Sabine resulting from a collision between her
and the Richmond, near Twelve Mile point, on the Mississippi river, on
February 11, 1872. The owners of the Richmond filed an answer, and
also a cross libel against the owners of the Sabine. In the latter they
claimed a decree for damages sustained, in consequence of the collision,
by the Richmond, they alleging that the collision was caused by the
fault· of the Sabine. Upon the filing of the cross libel the district court,
by the authority of the admiralty rule No. 53, ordered that all proceed.
ings upon the original libel be suspended until theoriginallibelantllgave
bond to respond in damages to the cross libel. In pursuance of this
order, on March 14, 1872, the owners of the Sabine, with Alfred Moul-
ton, Jules Tuyes, Charles Cavaroc, and Achille Chiapella as sureties, ex-
ecuted a bOlld of that date in favor of the owners of the Richmond in
the sum of $8,000. By the terms of the bond, Moulton and Tuyes each
became bound in the sum of $2,000 only, and they each justified in
that amount. Upon trial a decree was rendered dismissing the libel of
the SabiM,liI.gainst the Richmond, but sustaining the libel of the Rich-
mond against the Sabine, and awarding to the owners of the Richmond
the sum of $9,750 for the damage sustained by her, and rendering a de-
cree in their favor against Jules ,Tuyes andAlfred Moulton for $2,000
each. From this decreEj, an apPeal being taken to the circuit court by


